DATAS HEET

Third-party Risk Assessment
DON’T LET YOUR THIRD-PARTIES’ DATA LEAKS COMPROMISE YOUR BUSINESS
5831. This is the number of third-parties with whom an organization shares sensitive data. With
more data being shared every day outside your corporate perimeter, a single third-party data leak
is enough to cause a devastating breach.
Companies cannot afford to rely on their good old cybersecurity standards anymore to assess
their third-parties’ cyber exposure. Questionnaires, policies, and processes reviews have simply
become ineffective in today’s world.

A confidential data breach in our supply chain could jeopardise our
whole strategy. We are not willing to take that risk. That’s why we
have been working with CybelAngel for 4 years.
Jean-Yves Poichotte, Head of Group Cybersecurity, Sanofi

KEY BENEFITS

Make informed decisions
regarding your third-party
portfolio - Know your supplier
before commiting and sharing
your data
1

Identify your supply chain’s
weakest links - Detect and
address your third-parties’
poor security hygiene

Ponemon, Data Risk in the Third-Party Ecosystem, 2018

Enforce clawback clauses
- Integrate supply chain
penalties for data leaks of
your confidential information

THIRD-PARTY CYBER EXPOSURE ASSESSMENT
With CybelAngel, look for data leaks across your supply chain, on connected storage devices,
open databases, unprotected cloud applications or the deep & dark web.

Unsecured Datasets
on Open Databases

Exposed Documents
on Connected Storage

Malicious Activities
on Deep & Dark Web

Sensitive Content
On Cloud Applications

Exhaustive
Scanning across 5 perimeters

Exposed Credentials
on the Public Web

DETAILED EXPOSURE ANALYSIS
Over the course of five business days, CybelAngel effectively evaluates the cyber exposure of
your strategic suppliers. The result is a comprehensive Cyber Exposure Report, including:
Cyber exposure risk assessment of the
third-party(ies) of your choice (partner,
vendor, supplier, etc.)
Detailed analysis by incident, including
severity and risk evaluation on sensitive
data leaking
Benchmark to industry peers
Expert recommendations for remediation
of identified vulnerabilities

CybelAngel’s Third-party Risk Assessment is not another security rating solution.
It is a comprehensive cyber exposure analysis of our most strategic third-parties,
down to the incident level.
Chief Information Security Officer, Finance Industry
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